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Subrings of full matrix rings which have positive row or column rank can be 
approximated by rings of triangular matrices. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
The objective here is to describe the structure of a subring R of an IZ x n 
matrix ring M,(d) over a division ring A when R satisfies the condition 
that given any 0 #t E M,(A), there exist a, b E: R with at = b#O, that is, 
when M,(A) = Q,,,(R), the maximal left quotient ring of R. The subrings 
of this type include many important special examples, including rings of 
blocked triangular matrices as well as left Goldie orders. 
For a subring R of M,(A), an invariant called the row rank of R 
was proposed in [S]. It is defined as follows: row rank R = k in M,(d) 
if k is the maximal integer (between 0 and n) such that there exists a 
left order D in A and an invertible matrix SE M,(A) with S-‘&X 
((a,i)eM,(D))ag=O h w enever i > k). The motivation for calling this con- 
cept the row rank of the subring R was because of its relationship with the 
classical rank of an individual matrix; namely, row rank R >, k in M,(A) if 
and only if given any elements t,, . . . . t, in M,(A) with t, #O there exists r 
in R with rank r >, k, rt,E R for each i= 1, . . . . n, and rt, #O 
[6, Theorem 1.11. Also, in I-61, an algorithm for computing the row rank 
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of R in M,(A) was provided, and the row rank of R was shown to be an 
invariant of R essentially independent of the embedding of R in M,(A). 
In this article we continue the investigation begun in [6]. We first 
observe that, when Q,,,(R) = M,(A) for some n and division ring A, then 
R is bounded above by a blocked triangular matrix ring (Theorem 2.2) and 
row rank R = dim, R - dim, B(R) = n - dim, B(R) where dim denotes 
uniform (Goldie) dimension and B(R) is the prime radical of R 
(Theorem 2.3). This comes directly from the fact that the vector space A” 
of column n-tuples over A contains a unique minimal R-invariant subspace 
whose dimension over A equals the row rank of R. Next, the relationship 
between the row rank of R and the dually defined concept of the column 
rank of R in M,(A) is examined. It is shown that either row rank 
R = column rank R = n in M,(A) or else row rank R + column rank R 6 n 
in M,(A) (Theorem 2.6). Thus, for a given subring R of M,(A), there is a 
gap between n and 2n for the sum of the row rank of R plus the column 
rank of R in M,(A). 
The subrings R of M,(A) with row rank R= column rank R =n in 
M,(A) are precisely the two-sided Goldie orders in M,(A). The subrings R 
with row rank R + column rank R = n in M,(A) are therefore of particular 
interest, since these include the one-sided Goldie orders in M,(A) as well 
as the more general triangular subrings of the form T,[k; D\F/E] which 
we now describe. 
Let k be an integer between 0 and n, D and E subrings of A, and F a 
D-E-bimodule in A. Set 
T,,[k; D\F/E] = MfD) MkX?Z-kV.l 
M,-,(E) 1 
= {(a,i)~M,(A)la,j~~ h w en i,j<k; a,EEwhen i,j>k; a,EFwhen i<k 
and j> k; and aij = 0 when i > k and j < k}. T,,[k; D\F/E] is a subring of 
M,(A). When D= E= F, we write T,,[k; F] for T,[k; D\F/E]. 
Usually, D will be a left order in A, E a right order in A, and F a 
D-E-bimodule in A which contains D + E. In this situation, row rank 
T,,[k; D\F/E] = k and column rank T,[k; D\F/E] = n -k in M,(A). Such 
subrings will be seen to be prototypical in the sense that if R is a subring 
of M,(A) with row rank R + column rank R = n in M,(A), then there exists 
an invertible matrix s E M,(A) such that s-‘Rs contains a subring of the 
form T= T,[k; D\F/E] with k = row rank R (Theorem 3.2). Furthermore, 
this choice may be made so that R is equivalent to T in the classical sense 
of equivalence of orders, that is, so that there exist invertible matrices 
u, u E M,(A) with uRv c T (Theorem 3.5). In the special case when A is a 
field and R is a A-subalgebra of M,(A) with row rank R+ column rank 
R = n in M,(A), we obtain a more precise result: there exists an invertible 
matrix SE M,(A) with s-‘Rs = T,[k; A] (Corollary 3.3). 
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We next examine the degree to which D, E, and F are determined by R 
when, as in Theorem 3.5, R is equivalent to T,[k; D\F/E] in M,(d). It is 
the case that the equivalence classes of D, E, and Fin A are uniquely deter- 
mined by the equivalence class of R in M,(d) (Theorem 4,3). Furthermore, 
the equivalence class of D in A can be identified with that of the 
endomorphism rings of certain R-submodules of A” (Theorem 4.4). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin by reviewing the necessary background information 
Throughout, all rings are associative but need not possess identity 
elements, A always indicates a division ring, A” is the right vector space of 
column n-tuples over A, and A,, is the left vector space of row n-tuples over 
A. For the fundamental facts about matrix theory over division rings we 
rely on [3] as a reference. We now review the main results of [6], to which 
this article is a sequel. The next results are contained in Theorem 1.1 and 
Corollary 1.4 of [6]. 
THEOREM 1.1. For R a subring of M,(A) and k an integer between 1 and 
R, the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Given any elements tI, . . . . t, in M,(A) with tI #O there exists r in 
R with rank r 2 k, rt, # 0, and rti E R for each i = 1, . . . . n. 
(ii) There exist matrix units (eijl 1 < i, 
order D in r= Centralizer (eij} = (t E M,(A) 
such that 
.j<n> for M,(A) and a left 
Iteij=eiit for all l<i,j<n) 
(iii) M,(A) = Q,,(R) d an every essential eft ideal of R contains an 
element r with rank r 2 k. 
Here, as usual, rank r = dim rd”,, the dimension of rA” as a right 
A-subspace of A”. Also, {eiil 1 f i, j < n} is called a set of matrix units for 
M,(A)ifC 1 GIG n e, = 1 and eiiePq = djPe,, (Kronecker 6) for every choice of 
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1 ,< i, j, p, q < ~1. r= Centralizer (eij> is then a division ring naturally 
isomorphic to A. 
For every A-basis {uil of A”, we can choose an associated set of matrix 
units (eV} for M,(A) such that eiiuk = Sjkuj for all 1< i,j, kdn. There is 
also an associated isomorphism 8: A + r= Centralizer {eii} such that 
O(c) ui = uic for all 1 < i < n and all c E A. Conversely, given any set (eij> of 
matrix units for M,(A) we can choose an associated basis (ui} for A” such 
that e& = djku, for all 1 d i, j, k < n. 
When condition (ii) of the preceding theorem holds then we write row 
rank R> k in M,(A); if (ii) does not hold we write row rank R= 0 in 
MJA). Since a change of matrix units is given by a similarity transforma- 
tion, and conversely [3, p. 22ff], row rank R > k in M,(A) if and only if 
there exists a left order D in A and an invertible matrix Sam, with 
T,[k; D\D/O] = { (aV) E M,(A) 1 aii = 0 for all i > k} c SK’Rs. We write row 
rank R = k in M,(A) when row rank R 3 k but row rank R is not > k + 1 
in M,(A). Observe also that row rank RB 1 in M,(A) if and only if 
M,(A) = ema,( while row rank R=n in M,(A) means precisely that 
M,,(A) = Q,(R), the classical eft quotient ring of R. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Assume that Q,,,(R) = M,(A). Given any A-basis 
01, ..*9 v, of A”, set A(vi) = (r E RI rvj= 0 for all j# i} and define M= 
fll,i,, A(vi) Vi* Then A n is a untform Ieft R-module, M is a nonzero com- 
pressible R-module (i.e., it embeds in every nonzero submodule), End,M is 
a left order in A = End,A” (under the natural identification, acting as right 
operators), MA is a unique minimal nonzero R-invariant subspace in A”, and 
row rank R = dim MA,. 
The preceding proposition provides an algorithm for computing the row 
rank of R starting from any basis of A*. Just as in this proposition, we will 
always identify A = End,A” when Q,,,(R) = M,(A). We will also need to 
recall how the information in this proposition led in [6] to the construc- 
tion of the matrix units in statement (ii) of Theorem 1.1. 
Remark 1.3. With notation as in Proposition 1.2 and with M any non- 
zero compressible R-submodule of A”, let ul, . . . . u, be a A-basis for A” with 
ui, . . . . uk E M a A-basis for MA. Let {eii 1 1 < i, j d n} be the matrix units 
associated to the basis {ui>, with 0: A -+ r= Centralizer {eti} the 
associated isomorphism. Then there exists a left order D in r such that 
Cl<i<k,l<jGn Deti c R. In fact, if N= fi i G iG n A(&) ui then we can choose 
D=QC) where C= (cEA(MccN}=Hom.(M,N). 
Note that, in general, D will not contain the identity element of r If, 
however, A is a field and R is a A-subalgebra of M,(A), then one can check 
that N= M and D = A. We will return to this special case again later. 
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It was also established in [IS] that the property of having row rank 9 1 
is independent of the choice of the embedding of R in a full matrix ring. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. [6, Theorem 2.11. If f: R-+M,(A) and f’: R -+ 
M,JA’) are two ring embeddings of R into matrix rings over division rings 
with k = row rankf(R) > 1 in M,(A) and k’ = row rankf’(R) > 1 in M,,(A’), 
then A E A’, n = n’, and k = k’. 
2. RINGS WITH Row RANK 21 IN M,(A) 
We begin by exploiting the construction of a minimal R-invariant 
subspace in Proposition 1.2 to sharpen the result in Theorem 1.1. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that row rank R = k 2 1 in MJA) and that 
there exist matrix units (eijl 1 < i, j< n} for M,(A) and nonzero subsets 
D1,...,Dkcr=Centralizer {e,} such that CIGick,lGjG:nDieiicR. Then 
RcC I<i<kork+l<j<n TeqG c”ir) “~~;(“1-c’)= T,fk; r]. 
Proof. Choose a A-basis vl, . . . . u, of A” associated to the matrix units 
(e$Il<i,j<nn), and let M=nlXic:. _ _ A(Ui) vi be defined as in Proposi- 
tion 1.2. By direct calculation, 
By Proposition 1.2, dim MA, = row rank R = k. Since v1 A + . . + v,A = 
(D,v,+ .., +DkUk)ACMA and dim(v,A-t- ... -t-Vkd)d=k, v,A-t ... -I- 
v,A=MA. Hence Rv,cMA=v,A+ ... i-Vkd=rvl+ ... i-rvk for all 
E = 1, . ..) k. From this it follows that RcC1~i~~kork+l~~i~neii. 
Combining this proposition with Theorem 1.1 provides an upper bound 
for R in M,(A), up to a similarity transformation. 
THEOREM 2.2. If Q,,,(R) = M,(A) then there exists a left order D in A 
and an invertible matrix s E M,(A) such that 
T,,[k; D\D/O] c s-‘Rs c T,[k; A], 
with k = row rank R in M,(A). 
Remark 1.3 leads to the following result in the special case when R is a 
subalgebra of M,(A). 
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COROLLARY 2.3. If A is a j?eld and R is a A-subalgebra of M,,(A) with 
Q,,(R) = M,(A) then there exists an invertible matrix s E M,(A) such that 
T,[k; A\A/O] c s -‘Rs c T,,[k; A], with k = row rank R in M,,(A). Hence, 
R contains a right ideal of M,,(A) of dimension k over A. 
The upper and lower bounds given in the preceding theorem provide an 
inverse relationship between row rank and the size of the prime radical. 
THEOREM 2.4. If Q,,,(R) = M,(A) and B(R) denotes the prime radical 
of R then the row rank of R in M,,(A) equals n - dim, B(R). 
ProoJ: Set k= row rank R > 1. Since B(s-lRs) =s-lB(R) s for any 
invertible Sam,, we may assume without loss of generality that 
T,[k; D\D/O] c R c T,,[k; A] for some left order D in A. Set 
S=T,,[k; D\D/O] and T= T,,[k; A]; we write each tET as t=(fj T;) 
where tlEMk(A), t12EMkxn-JA), and t2EM,--k(A). 
B(T)= T,[k; O\A/O] is a nilpotent ideal of T, so B(T)n Rc B(R). 
Since dim,B(T)nR=dim,B(T)=n-k, dim,B(R)>n-k. For the 
reverse inequality, consider the ring epimorphism cp: T--f M,(A) defined by 
q(t) = tl for any t E T. Since M,(D) c cp(R) c M,(A), q(R) is a prime ring 
and kernel q = T,[k; O\A/A] n R is a prime ideal of R. Hence B(R) c 
T,,[k; O\A/A] n R, and therefore dim,B(R) ,< dim, T,[k; O\A/A] = n -k. 
The first sentence in the next corollary is due to R. E. Johnson [4]. 
Combined with the preceding theorem, it gives another proof that row 
rank is essentially independent of the choice of the embedding in a full 
matrix ring. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Q+&,(R) is a simple artinian ring if and only if R is an 
irreducible, left nonsingular, and finite dimensional ring. When this is the 
case, then the row rank of R in emax equals dim, R - dim, B(R), where 
B(R) is the prime radical of R. 
When R is a subring of M,(A), the column rank of R is defined as 
follows: column rank R = h in M,,(A) if h is the maximal integer between 0 
and n such that there exists an invertible matrix SE M,(A) and a right 
order E in A such that T,,[n - h; O\E/E] csplRs. Then all of the 
preceding results have column-symmetric versions in terms of column rank. 
It is also the case, as can be deduced from Theorem 2.2, that row rank and 
column rank are not independent of each other, in the sense that the sum 
of the row rank and the column rank cannot take values between n and 2n. 
THEOREM 2.6. For R a subring of M,(A), either row rank R = column 
rank R=n in M,,(A), in which case row rank R+ column rank R= 2n, or 
else row rank R + column rank R < n in M,(A). 
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Proof. In view of the symmetry between row rank and column rank, 
it suffices to show that if row rank R = k < n in M,(d) then column 
rank R 6 n-k. In view of Theorem 2.2, we may assume without 
loss of generality that Rc T,[k; A]. Thus I+‘= (0, . . . . 0, A, ..,, A) = 
{ (0, -*7 0, a!% +1, .I-, a,) E A,) is a nonzero right T-module, hence is an 
R-invariant subspace of A,. By the column-symmetric version of Proposi- 
tion 1.2, column rank R < dim, W= n - k. 
IfJ g: R --f M,(A) are two ring monomorphisms of R such that row rank 
f(R) > 1, column rank f(R) > 1, and either row rank g(R) 3 1 or column 
rank g(R) 2 1 in M,(d), then row rank f(R) = row rank g(R) and column 
rank f(R) = column rank g(R) in M,(A). This follows from Proposition 1.4 
and the uniqueness property of maximal quotient rings [ 1, p. 661. On the 
other hand, as the next example shows, it is possible to have ring 
monomorphisms f, g: R -+ M,(A) such that row rank f(R) 3 1 and column 
rank f(R) = 0 in M,(d), while row rank g(R) = 0 and column rank 
g(R) > 1 in M,(A). 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Set R = (o o(p)) and define fi g: R + M,(Q) by 
and 
aOc 
Oab 2 
OOd 
for any a, b, c, dE Q. Thenf and g are ring monomorphisms with row rank 
f(R) = 1 and column rank f(R) = 0 in M3(Q), while row rank g(R) = 0 and 
column rank g(R) = 1 in MS(Q). Furthermore, as indicated in the 
preceding paragraph, there does not exist a ring monomorphism 
h: R+M,(Q) with row rank h(R)=column rank h(R)= 1 in M3(Q). 
3. RINGS WITH Row RANK 2 1 AND COLUMN RANK 2 1 IN M,(A) 
We now turn our attention to subrings R of M,(d) with row rank 
R = k > 1 and coIumn rank R = h 2 1 in M,(d); i.e., M,(A) is the two-sided 
maximal quotient ring of R. By Theorem 2.6, either k = h = n or k + h < n. 
When k= h = n then it is well known 11, p. 913 that R contains 
x1 Ci,iGn De, for some choice of matrix units (eiil 1 d i, j< n> for M,(d) 
and some two-sided order D in r = Centralizer {eii>. One way to interpret 
this fact is that there exists a set of matrix units that works simultaneously 
for the row rank and the column rank. The first objective of this section is 
to show that a similar phenomenon occurs when k+ h <n. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that R is a subring of M,,(A) such that row 
rank R= k> 1 and column rank R= h> 1 in M,,(A) with k+ h<n. Then 
there is a set of matrix units {eu Il< i, j< n> for M,,(A), a left order D in 
r= Centralizer {eti}, and a right order E in r such that 
ProoJ In view of Theorem 2.2, we may assume without loss of 
generality that there exists a left order D’ in A such that 
T,,[k; D’\D’/O] c R c T,,[k; A]. Then, as given by Proposition 1.2, A” 
contains a compressible R-submodule M with MA = (A, . . . . 2, 0, . . . . O)= 
where ’ denotes the transpose (column) vector, and MA is the unique 
minimal R-invariant subspace of 2. 
Since R c T,[k; A], W= (d, . . . . 6, A, . . . . A) is a right R-invariant subspace 
of A,. Hence, W contains a nonzero compressible right R-submodule N, as 
defined by the row-symmetric version of Proposition 1.2. 
Choose a A-basis ur, . . . . u,+ for MA with each uig M; and write each 
uj = (a,,, . . . . akj, 0, . . . . O)T, where each aii E A. Similarly, choose a A-basis 
Q+~=(O, .. . . 0, b,, ,..., bi,n-k), i=l, . . . . n-k, for W with v,-~+~, . . . . v,EN. 
Define A = (ay) E M,(A), B = (b,) E M, _ k(A) and observe that A and B are 
invertible matrices. Set X= (t ,“- 1) E M,(A). Then the column vectors of X 
form a basis for A”, and the first k column vectors of X are ui, . . . . uk. 
Similarly, the row vectors of X-r form a basis for A,, and the last n-k 
row vectors of X-’ are uk+ 1, . . . . v,. 
We define ui = the ith column vector of X and vi = the ith row vector of 
X-l; and we let {eij} and {fi,.} be the sets of matrix units associated to the 
basis {ui} for A” and the basis {ui> for A,, respectively. Observe that 
oiui = 6, for all i and j. From Remark 1.3, we know that there exists a’left 
order D c r= Centralizer {eti> and a right order E c Centralizer {Lj} such 
that Cl gi~k,l~j~nDeij+Cl.i~~,n--htldjCnE~~CR. 
We claim that e,=AY for all 1 <i, j< n. To see this, it suffices to show 
that fvuF= (sjrui, for all 1 d i, j, r dn. Using the facts that eiju, = aj,ui, 
uijjr = 6,vr, and viuj= 6, for every choice of 1 < i, j, r < n, it is easy to 
verify that for every choice of 1 < i, j, r, s d n, u,(fp, - dj,.ui) = 0. Since (ui} 
is a basis for A,, it follows that fqu,. = Sjruj for all 1 6 i, j, r < n. 
Combining Proposition 3.1 with Proposition 2.1 and setting F= D + 
E + DE yields the following. 
THEOREM 3.2. If row rank R = k > 1 and column rank R = h 2 1 in 
M,(A) with k + h ,< n, then there exists a left order D in A, a right order E 
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in A, a D-E-bimodule F in A which contains D + E, and an invertible matrix 
s E M,,(A) such that 
T,,[k; D\D/O] + T,[n - h; O\EJE] + (T,[k; O\FJO] n T,,[n - h; O\FJO]) 
cs-‘RscT,[k;A]nT,[n-h;A]. 
In particular, when h + k = n, T,,[k; D\F/E] c SC’Rs c T,[k; A]. 
In the special case of a subalgebra of M,(A), one may apply 
Corollary 2.3 to get a more precise result. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose that A is a field and that R is a A-subalgebra 
of M,(A) with row rank R = k and column rank R = h in M,(A). Ifk + h < n 
and p = n - k- h, then there exists an invertible matrix SE M,(A) and a 
A-subalgebra A of M,(A) such that 
( 
M,(A) Mkxp(A) M~cxh(A) 
S-IRS= 0 A %A4 
0 0 MdA 1 i 
Inparticular, ifk+h=n then ss’Rs=T,[k;A]. 
This information can be applied to give necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for the sum of the row rank plus the column rank to equal n. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose that row rank R= k> 1 and column rank 
R = h > 1 in M,(A). Then k + h = n if and only if B(R) # 0 and B(R)2 = 0, 
where B(R) is the prime radical of R. 
ProoJ First suppose that k+ h =n. We may assume that 
T,,[k; D\FJE] c R c T= T,[k; A] with D, E, and F as in Theorem 3.2. 
Just as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, we can use this to see that 
B(R) c B(T) = T,[k; O\A/O]. Hence B(R)2 = 0. (In fact, B(R) = B(T) n R 
in this case.) 
Conversely, suppose that B(R) # 0 and B(R)’ = 0. From Theorem 3.2, 
we may assume that 
T,,[k; D\DJO] + T,[n - h; O\EJE] c R c T,[lk; A] A T,[n - h; A] = T’. 
Now B(T’) = T,,[k; O\AJO] + T,[n - h; O\AJO] and is a nilpotent ideal 
of T’, so 
B(R) 3 B( T’) n R =, T,[k; O\DJO] f T,,[n -h; O\EJO]. 
Hence T,[k; O\D/O] . T,[n - h; O\E/O] c B(R)2 = 0, and it must there- 
fore be the case that n - h < k; i.e., k + h >, It. Also, k < n because B(R) # 0. 
Hence, applying Theorem 2.6, k + h = n. 
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Recall that two subrings (or subgroups) R and S of a ring T are said to 
be equivalent in T, written R-S, if there exist invertible elements 
a, b, c, d E T such that aRb c S and cSd c R. This defines an equivalence 
relation on the set of subrings of T. We next strengthen Theorem 3.2 by 
showing that, when row rank R + column rank R = n in M,(A), D, E, and 
F can be chosen so that R is equivalent to T,[k; D\F/E] in M,(A). 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose row rank R = k > 1 and column rank R = h > 1 in 
M,(A) with k+h=n. Then there exists a set of matrix units 
{eijl 1 <i,j<n} for M,(A), a left order D c F= Centralizer {e,}, a right 
order E c F, a D-E-bimodule Fc T containing D + E, and a matrix r E R 
invertible in M,(A) such that 
rRrcS= c Deg + c Fe,+ 1 Ee,cR. 
l<i,j<k t<i<k,k+t<jSn k+l<i,j<n 
Hence R N T,,[k; D’\F:‘/E’] where D’ is a left order in A, E’ is a right order 
in A, and F’ is a D’-E’-bimodule in A with D’ -I-E’ c F’. 
ProoJ: From Theorem 3.2 we know that there exists a set of matrix 
units {e,l 1~ i, j 6 n} for M,(A) with centralizer r such that for some left 
order A c r, some right order B c r, and some A-B-bimodule Cc r 
containing A + B, 
1 Ae,+ c Ce,+ C BeVcRc 1 re,. 
l<i.j<k l<iCk,k+l<j<n k+l<i,j<x i<korj>k+l 
The idea of this proof is simply to enlarge A and B as much as possible 
within r. 
For each 1 < i, j < IZ, define r, = {x E r( xeii E R}. Observe that rii 1 A 
whenever i < k; r, 1 B whenever j > k; and r, = 0 whenever i > k and j < k. 
Also, each rV is an additive subgroup of r and rij. rjh c r, for any choice 
of i, j, and h. We define 
D= fl rij, E= n r,, 
l<i<k,l<jgn l<iin,k+l<j<n 
and 
F= (7 r,. 
l<i<k,k+l<j<n 
Observe that D 3 A, ED B, and FI D + E. It is also easy to check that 
D-DcD, E.EcE, D.FcF, and F.EcF. For instance, 
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Furthermore, it is clear from the definitions that 
S= c DeU+ C Fe,+- c Ee, c R. 
l<i,j<k l<i<k,k+l<j<n k+l<i,j<n 
Next, suppose that a=C I G i, j G n aiieii E R is given. One can check that 
Da$DcD for i,jdk; Ea,EcE for i,j>k; and DaVEcF for i<k and 
j > k. For instance, for any p d k and q > k, Da,Ee,, = Depi. a. Eej, c 
RaRtR, so Da,jEcn,.,.k,k+,.,..r,,=Ffor any iandj. 
Now choose any OfaED and any OfbEE, and set r=ClsiGkaeii+ 
c k + 1 G iG n be,,. Then r E R, r is invertible in M,(d), and it follows from the 
preceding paragraph that rRr c S. 
We are aware of one interesting precursor to Theorem 3.5. With the 
same hypotheses and notation, the main result of [S] gives the conclusion 
1 De1j-t Fe,, + 1 Eei,, c R. 
l<j<-n-1 Z<i<:n 
Our contribution is the introduction of row rank and column rank to 
obtain closer approximations to R by blocked triangular matrix rings. 
The preceding proof can also be applied in the case when row rank R = n 
in MB(d) to give a strong form of the Faith-Utumi Theorem [2, p. 4071. 
COROLLARY 3.6. [7, Theorem 2.21. Suppose that Q,)(R) = M,(A). Then 
there exist matrix units {eg} for M,(A), a left order D c R A Centralizer 
{e,>, and an element 0 # a E D such that 
1 DeVc R and aRa t c De,. 
l<i,j<n 1 < i, j < n 
Furthermore, if also column rank R >, 1 in M,,(A) then D is a two-sided order 
in M,(A). 
Proof The proof of the first assertion is just the proof of Theorem 3.5 
in the special case when k = ~1. The last sentence follows immediately from 
the fact that k = n and column rank R 3 1 in M,(d) implies that R is a 
right order in M,(A) (Theorem 2.6), together with the well known proper- 
ties which are recorded in the next lemma. 
LQMMA 3.7. (1) If R and S are equivalent subrings of a ring T and R 
is a left order in T, then so is S. 
(2) Suppose that D and E are subrings of A and that F is a D-E- 
bimodule in A such that T,,[k; D\F/E] is a left order in T,,[k; A]. Then D 
and E are left orders in A. 
181/136/l-9 
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Proof (1) Straightforward and can be found in [2, p. 224-J. 
(2) Let (eii} denote the standard matrix units for M,(d). For any 
XEA, we may write 3cell = (CIGi,jG, +e,)-’ (CIGi,iGn b,e,) with each 
ati, bVED when i,j,<k; each ati,biiEEwhen i,j>k; each aV,byEFwhcn 
i<k and j>k; and each aC=bV=O when i>k and j<k. Then 
E ‘. ~~~,,~~a,jeii)xe~~=C,.,j~~biieij, SOCl~i,j~nailxe,l=C,.ij~nbiiegi. 
Since Cl<i,j<n 
-lb 
atieV is invertible, ahi # 0 for some h < k. Then ahlx = b,, , 
so X=ah  hl proving that D is a left order in A. Similarly, one can show 
that E is a left order in A. 
4. UNIQUENESS OF EQUIVALENCE CLASSES 
Our next objective is to show that if R - S with S r T,[k; D\F/E], as 
was the case in Theorem 3.5, then the equivalence class of R in M,(d) 
determines the equivalence classes of D, E, and F in A, and vice versa. We 
begin by pointing out that row rank is an equivalence invariant. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If R and S are equivalent subrings of M,(A) then row 
rank R = row rank S in M,(A). 
ProoJ By symmetry, it suffices to show that row rank S> row rank R 
when row rank R = k 3 1. Suppose that aRb c S with a and b invertible 
matrices in M,(A). Let t,, . . . . t, EM,(A) be given with tl ~0. Then 
bt,b-‘#O and we can choose.rER with rank rZk, rbtlb-‘#O, and 
rbt,bbl E R for each 1 d i<n. It follows that rank arb 3 k, arbt, # 0, and 
arbt, E aRb c S for all 1 < id n. Since arb E S, we can apply Theorem 1.1 to 
conclude that row rank Sa k. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose that D, E, D’, and E’ are nonzero subrings of 
A, that F is a D-E-bimodule in A, and that F’ is a D’-E’-bimodule in A. Set 
S= T,[k; D\F/E] and s’ = T,,[k; D’\F’/E’]. 
in A.(i) Ifs-’ 
’ in M,(A) with F# 0 then D-D’, E-E’, and F-F’ 
(ii) If D and D’ are equivalent left orders in A, and E and E’ are 
equivalent right orders in A, and F-F’ in A, then S-s’ in T,[k; A] (and 
hence in M,(A)). 
ProoJ (i) Let {eii> denote the standard matrix units for M,(A) and 
assume that aSb c S’ with a and b invertible in M,(A). Write a = (Q) and 
b = (b,) with each aii, b, B A. We first show that aii= b, = 0 whenever i > k 
and j< k (and hence equivalence in M,(A) is the same as equivalence 
in T,[k; A]). 
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Note that for any c E A, a . cejP . b = (CIGisn avceip) b = 
Cl<i,qez avcb,,ei,. Since DejP c S for all j, p < k, aDejPb c aSb c S’ and 
hence avDb,, = 0 for all i > k and j, p, q 6 k. Similarly, FejP c S for all j 6 k 
and p > k implies that aiiFbp4 -0 for all i,p>k and j,q<k. Since b is 
invertible, b,, z 0 for some p. For any i > k and j < k, a,Db,, = 0 if p <k 
and a$b,, = 0 if p > k. Since D # 0 and F # 0, we conclude that aii = 0 for 
all i > k and j< k. Similarly, one may show that b,= 0 for all i > k and 
j< k. 
We may therefore write 
where a, and 6, are invertible in M,(d), a2 and b2 are invertible in 
M,_,(A), and a3 and b3 are in Mkxn--(A). Then 
Hence, ulMkxn--k (F) 6, c Mkx n--k(F’), and it follows that for some non- 
zero entries up4 E A and b,, E A, apqFbsf c F’. In particular, F’ # 0, and so by 
symmetry, F- F’ in A. Similarly, we can see that D - D’ and E - E’ in A. 
(ii) By hypothesis, there exist nonzero elements a, b, c, d, e,f in d 
with aDb c D’, cEd E E’, and eFf c F’. Since D’ is a left order in A and E’ 
is a right order in A, we can write ae-’ = X-‘y for some x, y E D’ and 
f-‘d=wz-” for some w,zEE’. Define U=C1<i<k(ye)eii+Ck<i~nceii . . 
and ~=C~~~~~be~~+C,+,.~.,(fw)e,~, where (eii) are the standard 
matrix units for M,(A); u and o are obviously invertible in T,[k; A]. Then 
usv= MdyEDb) 
( 
M,cxn-ick(~~t’fw) M+aDb) Mkxrz-dyF’w) 
0 M,-,(cEfw) = 0 I( M, - JcEdz) > 
c 
( 
M&D’) Mnx.-0) M&v Mn..-k(F’) 
0 M,-,(E’z) C 0 > i M,-,(E’) = S’ 1 
because P’ is a D’-E’-bimodule. Similarly, we can show that there exist 
invertible matrices u’, D’E T,[k; A] with u’s’v’ c S. So S- S’ in T,[k; A]* 
Observe that the proof of part (ii) of the preceding proposition is valid 
for A an arbitrary ring. Also, in part (i), the requirement that Ff 0 is 
necessary because (“, 2) - (“,“,) in M,(A) for any subrings D and E of A. 
THEOREM 4.3. (Uniqueness of Equivalence Classes). Suppose that row 
rank R + column rank R = n in M,(A) and that R - T,[k; D\F/E] in M,(A f 
for some nonzero subrings D and E of A and D-E-bimodule PC A. Then 
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(i) row rank R=k in M,(A); 
(ii) D is a left order in A, E is a right order in A, F # 0; and 
(iii) the equivalence classes of D, E, and F in A are uniquely deter- 
mined by the equivalence class of R in M,,(A). 
ProoJ: (i) Applying Proposition 4.1 gives row rank R= row rank 
T,[k; D\F/E] <row rank T,[k; A] = k in M,(A). Similarly, column rank 
R < n - k in M,(A). Since row rank R + column rank R = n, it must be the 
case that row rank R = k in M,(A). 
(ii) From Theorem 3.5, RN T,[k; D’\F’/E’] for some left order D’ 
in A, right order E’ in A, and nonzero D-E-bimodule F’ c A. Hence, 
by Proposition 4.2(i), D ND’, EN E’, and F- F’ in A. Applying 
Lemma 3.7(l), D is a left order in A and E is a right order in A. 
(iii) An immediate consequence of Proposition 4.2. 
We can actually do somewhat better in terms of locating the equivalence 
class of D (and E) in Theorem 4.3. The equivalence class of D in A is the 
same as that of the endomorphism ring of any compressible R-submodule 
of A”, up to an automorphism of A. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose that row rank R + column rank R = n in M,(A) 
and that R N T,, [k; D/F/E] in M,,(A) f or some nonzero subrings D and E of 
A and D-E-bimodule Fc A. Then there exists an automorphism cp of A such 
that p(D) N End,M in A for any nonzero compressible R-submodule M 
of A”. 
Prooj From Theorem 3.5, we know that there exist matrix units {eV> 
for M,(A), a left order A c E= Centralizer {e,}, a right order B c E, and 
an A-B-bimodule Cc E such that 
S= 1 Ae,+ c Ce,+ C Be,c R 
1 < i, j < k l<iCksk+l<j<n k+l<i,j$n 
with R-S. In fact, as in the proof of Theorem 3.5, we may assume that 
A= {xErlxeijER for all 1 <i<k, 1 <j<n}. 
Let {vi> be the A-basis for A” associated to the matrix units {eij> and 
e: A -+ E the associated isomorphism. By direct calculation as in the proof 
of Proposition 2.1, Au, + ..- +AvkcM= nIGi,, A(vJ vi. 
Set A’ = 8-‘(A) and a’ = 0-‘(a) for any a E A; A’ is a left order in A and 
MA’=~,<i<,A(v,)viA’cRu,A’=RAv,cM. For . . any O#aeA, 
v1 a’, . . . . vnar is a A-basis of A” with via’ = avi E M for i= 1, . . . . k, and 
k=row rank R=dimMA,. Observe that {eii} is also the set of matrix 
units associated to the basis {via’}.’ Set N = n 1 GiGIn A(v,a’) via’ = 
nlLiCn A(vi)via’=Ma’; NcM because MA’cM. . . 
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Now fix 0 #a’ E A’. From Remark 1.3 with ui= via’, we conclude 
that C lGiGk,lSjGn Xe,cR where X= (6(x’)!x’~d and Mx’cN)= 
B(Hom,(M, N)). From the choice of A, it follows that XC A and thus 
Hom,(M, N) = P’(X) c A’, Now, MA’s’ c Ma’ = iV, and so A’a’ c 
Hom,(M, N). Hence A’-Hom,(M, N), and therefore A’-End,M in d 
because Hom,(M, N) is a nonzero left ideal of End,M. 
Next, there exists an invertible matrix Sam, with (sP1eiis) 
the standard matrix units for M,(d) and with s-‘Ts=d. Since 
RN S, R - S-IRS - T,[k; s-‘As\~-~Cs/s-~Bs] in M,(d). In view of 
Theorem 4.3(iii), we know that D -selAs in A. The proof is now com- 
pleted by defining q(x) = W’(SXS-~) for x E A, together with the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4.5. If Q,,,(R) = M,(A) and M and M’ are nonzero com- 
pressible submodules of A”, then End,M-End,M’ in A. 
Proof. M n M’ # 0 because A” is a uniform R-module. Since M and M’ 
are compressible, we may choose nonzero elements a and b in A with 
MacMnM’ and MbcMnM’. Hence Ma(End,M’) b c M and 
M’b(End,M) a c M’. So a(End,M’) b c End,M and b(End,M) a c 
End,M’, proving that End,M-End,M’ in A. 
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